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»ür2he agreement with the School Trustees of ate. 

is submitted, and it will be noted from this that
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•fan opportunity

is afforded at any time for those Trustees to meet the College

rhey have been informed of this many times, and theauthorities.
is■ college authorities have left them --
*
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onus on them to ask for meetings 

as there is nothing particular which we wish to discuss with them. n■: :vII -fm ..e do not agree with t e suggestion that the one 

factor which has contributed to the lack of interest 

of parents in the school iw;-
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H xjiat it has been said to them probably times ana times 

again that the school does not exist as a vehicle for educa- 
tion of their children, but aa a.vehicle by which the 
student teachers of the college may learn how to teach”.

it is nuits true that the only reason why the college finances the

school to the extent it does is because it is
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8il necessary to have a 

If it were not for 

not desire to maintain a 

‘-this idea may have been told the trustees, 

a reason for the parents' lack of interest is not 

■ior the last few years an endeavour has been made on 

tne part of the College authorities to run a Parents-Teachers 

ssociation, and members of the staff have given considerable time 

<j.nd effort to making this successful.

apathetic manner by the parents, and this year has been drooped.

practice school for the School for Teachers• 

this .act naturally the college would 

school at such 

but to make it
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